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The dream

FOREWORD
Before being the “Post-School” project, the title of
our development cooperation program was “The
ideal school”. What an ambition. No wonder, it has
been invented by dreamers. Along with it, other
wordings were used, like “On continuity and identity”, or “The future rural school”. The same dreamers
were apparently also intellectuals. All naïve this title
can be, we have to admit that it conveys something
fresh, something bold, something obviously new
and young. The three of us went to Nepal with that
naïve but enthusiastic title in mind, and surprisingly,
we encountered other people who seemed to share
the same dream. It wasn’t anymore that out-of-context idealistic thought from European thinkers: it was
suddenly a local vision developed and spread by
young and old intellectuals of Kathmandu... That’s
how we met CEPP (Centre for Educational Policies
and Practices)
Behind this title lies one main ambition: research
and design, design and research, on alternative
education systems and environment in developing
regions. Nepal has suffered great deals of political
changes, governance problems, and natural disasters during the past decades. This went along with
growing mistrusts from the citizens towards their
government in many fields of public life, including
educational practices. To rebuild this link between
the communities and their schools is an essential
step in the developing country. This will only be possible by adjusting the school environments to the
new ideal, and that’s the reason of the partnership
between CEPP and KULeuven, and by extension,
our presence on site.
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Our mission was simple. Analyse and intervene in
the village to understand its features, its quality, and
its challenges in order to prepare the ground for the
construction of an extension of the school. Aware
of the new design, we decided to include it in our
report, to support or have a critical look at it inspired
by the analysis itself. Therefore, you will find in this
report “The Post-School project” pages, recognizable by their different layout and their colour code.
Six weeks of immersion in a remote village could be
considered as almost anecdotal. Indeed, how much
could we learn, touch, hear, see, smell in six weeks
time, without speaking the local language... We had
no time to choose the information we wanted, no
time to plan any research, no time to receive the full
consideration and credit from all the villagers. Yet,
we had the time to be receptive, we had the time to
watch, and we had enough time to give it for free for
the good of the village.
Considering that factor, this report on continuity and
identity doesn’t intend to be exhaustive, and even
less to be technic. During our stay in Kalidevi, we
didn’t miss any opportunity to draw, to pay attention,
and to remember what we were seeing, hearing, and
feeling. This report is the compilation of our thoughts
and drawings. It conveys the critical look of three European students armed with different backgrounds
in architecture, engineering, travel, and social interactions. It can never be a technical reference point,
but a human centred collection of information, feelings and thoughts. May it serve the future architects,
engineers, interior designers, who wish to act in the
context we are referring to, who wish to know more
about the diverse, warm and welcoming civilisation
of a surprising country: Nepal.
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Road infrastructure in Nepal
A developing country
___________________
Nepal’s road construction difficulties
A first disruptive factor is Nepal’s geography, it
poses a significant barrier for the construction of a
new road infrastructure. In the north of the country,
world’s highest mountain peaks of the Himalayan
range and the winding, unpredictable rivers in the
south form a huge physical obstacle. The hill region
in the central part of the country as well as a shortage of construction machinery doesn’t benefit the
construction of roads between villages and towns.
All these factors cause road construction to be a
slow process.
A second issue that affects Nepal’s road infrastructure comes from the weather. Especially during
the monsoon season, water flow rates can be
enormous due to run-off from mountain glaciers.
Intense bursts of heavy rainfall loosen the earth
and cause landslides. Of the existing roads, 60%
become unusable during the monsoon season and
that includes most of the rural road connections.

The current road between
Kathmandu and Hetauda is
winding between the small
settlements in the mid-Hills.
<

Current road infrastructure
The road infrastructure is crucial for the economic
development of a country like Nepal. 75% of the
population works in the agriculture sector and
provides therefore 35% of Nepal’s GDP. A lot of this
production is meant for export to the neighbouring
countries and trading associates, China and India.
Nepal has built thousand of kilometers of roads
the last ten years, but still half of the population
lives without access to weather resistance road.
This causes lots of inhabitants to struggle to reach
safety, nutritious food, education and health. 35%
of Nepalis remain illiterate due to a lack of reliable
road access. In higher mountain areas this results
in higher transportation costs, the most significant
factor for food prices in the mountains. Furthermore, food wasted in transit due to lack of roads, or
poor quality ones, can impact the market value of
agriculture products.

THE POST-SCHOOL PROJECT_ ON CONTINUITY AND IDENTITY
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New road infrastructure
Nepal is an important trading partner for China
and India and provides a vital transport connection
across the continent for these much larger nations.
Both countries agree on the need for a better transportation, a widely recognized factor for Nepal’s
development. Improved road links will cut transport
times and costs and boost the economic benefits
of trade with the neighbouring countries. Four key
trade routes will be widened to six lanes, with three
in either direction. When the work is complete on
these roads, the agricultural industry will find new
markets in both China and India.

Desolated scenery, it
was our first day out of
Kathmandu, and we could
see how destructive is the
monsoon in Nepal.
<

Highway Hetauda-Kathmandu
Arguably the most significant project underway in
Nepal at present is for the 58km highway connecting Kathmandu with Hetauda, the nearest city to
the village. This double lane highway will be the
first tolled highway in Nepal. The construction is
expected to cost some $375 million and will reduce

the journey time between Hetauda in Makawanpur
and Balkhu in Kathmandu from six to eight hours at
present, to just one hour. The new road hopes to
improve traffic safety as the existing routes feature
a number of dangerous stretches. The highway will
provide a much shorter route out of the Kathmandu
Valley and its construction will provide better
transport links between the west of the country
to the south and east. This key transport route is
expected to make a significant boost to economic
development along the corridor in particular, and
in Nepal as a whole in general. The existing 227km
route from Hetauda-Kathmandu carries the heaviest traffic of any route in the country, providing
an important trade route to India. One alternative
route is the 133km Tribhuvan Highway, but this is
not suited to high speed transport and the journey
takes seven to eight hours.

10 PHYSICAL CONTEXT

Water resource
A country fed by mountain glaciers
_______________________________

Current national water situation
Even though these people live in one of the most
water-abundant countries in the world, they struggle with some significant challenges related to
water pollution and water scarcity. Water is one of
the basic human necessities but a large proportion
of the Nepalese population can’t get any access to
safe and adequate drinking water.
Many in remote areas have to rely on small streams
running from the mountains and spend hours
travelling to get water. Still the drinking water available is not always safe as supplied water is often

polluted. The surface water is polluted by industry, domestic waste and untreated sewage from
crowded neighbourhoods. These sewage systems
are without a doubt a main problem in the pollution
of rivers, lakes and other primary sources of drinking water. As a result, Nepal faces a high number of
water-borne diseases such as diarrhoea, dysentery,
typhoid, gastroenteritis and cholera.
Unfortunately the 2015 earthquake didn’t do any
good to the already poor sanitation infrastructure.
Many are left with little to no access to clean, safe
drinking water.

No doubts they had fun
under the waterfall. Not
sure it was a good idea to
go with them though, since
they started very soon to
climb up the cliff and jump
to impress us.
<

Water
Nepal lacks a lot of resources, but water is definitely not one of them. Glaciers, rivers, rainfall,
lakes and ponds. Large parts of the population live
close to basins, rivers, lakes, wells or glaciers. The
Himalayan mountain range provides tremendous
amounts of water streaming down to the Terai
(south of Nepal).
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Environment
Wild, humid, and hilly
___________________

Vegetation
Within this wide range of diverse niches, we can
identify a predominant broad leaf forest vegetation
composed mostly of Sal trees (Shorea Robusta).
It gives a very durable high-quality timber, used
for construction and agricultural implements such
as ploughshares. The forest environment offers
organic wastes suitable for fodder and compost.
According to the village “authorities”, the forest is
nowadays protected. Sal trees have the particu-

12 PHYSICAL CONTEXT

larity to grow fast up, but then stops its up-rising
and starts to slowly grow larger, which makes it
available for construction only after several decennia. Apparently, the forest had been intensively
cut recently to feed the cities in wood resources.
Therefore, the government decided to protect the
area for the next generation of species. Currently,
the forest is formed by young trees.
Other species like banana trees and bamboo
are proliferating in the valley together with dense
ground vegetation, but most of the usable soil has
been transformed into farmland.
Climate
The village enjoys a tropical climate made of two
main seasons: monsoon occurs between June and
September, and the rest of year is mostly dry with
occasional rainfalls. The summer is therefore very
wet and warm, while winter is cold and dry. Even
though both climates are extremes, we can say that
the village has adapted itself to survive and work on

It was late in the evening,
around 5pm, and we could
grasp the last rays of light
before darkness. The fields
are empty, the villagers are
home, resting after a long
working day. In the back,
the mountains are standing,
like giants waiting the night
to come. Diner is waiting
home. Let’s head back...

<

Situated in the Mid-Hills geography of Nepal at
the border with the Terai plains, the village stands
in a long valley, covering many different types of
climate, soil, wind and temperatures. The highest
point rises at 1300m, while the deepest river goes
down to 600m. Between the two points, almost 4km
of forest, arable land, and farmland. The landscape
is shaped by the farmland and its terraces which
underline contour lines and accentuate the topography.

THE POST-SCHOOL PROJECT_ ON CONTINUITY AND IDENTITY 13

Fauna
The tropical forest houses all kind of small animals, from reptiles to monkeys, even though the
presence of man makes the natural habitat of the
second less geared.

irrigated farmland. As we experienced the monsoon
season, we could observe the clouds announcing
rainfalls coming from the highest point of the valley,
from the east. The farming schedule is strongly dependant on rainfalls. Some lasted for several days,
which stopped the life of the village. After a heavy
rain, the humidity of the soil is quickly evaporated,
which makes the atmosphere sometimes very foggy. During our stay, we could observe warm nights
and warm days, but a very quick changing sky.

In conclusion, Tamang people in South of Kathmandu valley live in a generally humid, hilly, and
semi-wild environment. The landscape is changing
on multiple layers: erosion and landslides transform
the young mountain monsoon after monsoon; the
seasons dress the environment of a foggy layer in
summer time and bares the vegetation in winter
time after a burning sun. The Tamangs adjusted
their lifestyle to that changing environment and
organised the farming activity in keeping with it.

<
<
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No doubt that the rain will
come back... but for now,
let’s enjoy the fog climbing on the back of the
mountain, transforming the
village in a misty painting. The air is humid, like
yesterday, and the day before... fortunately, because
it is quickly heating up.

<

Geology
The village stands on a relatively young mountain.
We mostly find sedimentary sandstones, and the
area is prompt to landslides as the mountain is still
unstable and the soil fragile. No extensive research
allow us to define the fertility of the soil, but we can
already say that its proportion of clay allows the
work in terraces and the retention of water. Considering building materials, nowhere hard stones can
be found except on the riverbanks.
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The storytelling

Tamang Culture
An ethnical group among the diversities
___________________________________

Etymology
There still prevails differences about the origin of
the word Tamang. A common belief is that the word
Tamang has been derived from a Tibetan word
Tamag, which means Ta, referring to “horse”, and
Mag, referring to “rider”. So Tamang are the “horseriders” or “soldiers riding on horse”. It is believed
that after the Nepal-Tibet War some of the horseriding soldiers of King Tsrong Tschong Gampo
permanently settled in the Himalayan Hills of Nepal

who were later recognized as the “Tamang” nationalities. But many scholars have opposed the above
perspective that the Tamangs are the descendants
of the horse-riding soldiers of King Tsrong Tschong
Gampo. A foreign scholar Alexander MacDonald
is one among them. According to him, Tamangs
are the indigenous inhabitants of Nepal who were
here before the state formation. He disagrees that
Tamangs are the horse-riding soldiers of King
Tsrong Tschong Gampo who were left behind after
the Nepal-Tibet War. He puts forward his reasoning
that there should be some mention of King Gampo
in the genealogy of Tamang nationality if it was so.
But nothing has been found yet. In their language,
the Tibetans call Tamang people Rongpo, which
means “foreigners”. Obviously, it also justifies
that Tamangs are the indigenous inhabitants of
Nepal, not the horse-riding soldiers of King Tsrong
Schong Gampo.Earlier Tamangs were known by
various terminologies. Among these, Murmi is a
popular term. Hamilton in 1802, Hudson in 1847,

We were walking through
the village. Our sketchbooks were the main
attraction... and our best
opportunity to start a conversation. Seeing her son
coming back from the fieds,
the grandmother of the
house asked us for a family
picture. They looked at the
camera with such pride: a
family is all they had, and
all they needed to be proud
<

Origins
According to Janak Lal Sharma, those Mongols
came from north are today’s Tamangs. According to the version of the dynasty of Nepal and Dr.
Shetenkoko, Tamangs are the oldest tribe of Nepal.
Tamangs are one of the major Tibeto-Burman
speaking communities in Nepal and maintain a
belief that they originally came from Tibet. No
one seems to have any idea how long they have
resided on the south slopes of the Himalayas.
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7th century

Before the creation of Nepal, Tamangs occupied
the Terai Hills in the 7th century.

9th-10th century

Despite the restoration of democracy in the
kingdom of Nepal under the Gopala kings, the
Tamangs maintained their low economic status.

990 AC

Restoration of democracy, yet the tamang’s economic status has not been changed

13th century

The oldest written document ever found of the word
Tamang dates back to the 13th century. It refers
exclusively to the Tamang nationality of Nepal.
The document found by David Jackson mentions
that King Bumlde Mgon built the Shrin fortress in
Mustang to suppress the ethnic group Tamang of
Lower Glo. Although the word Tamang was used as
early as the thirteenth century to denote an ethnic
group, following the expansion of the Gorkhali
kingdom the use of the word was prohibited. The
Tamang were addressed in a derogatory manner
as ‘Bhote’ and ‘Murmi’. The Tamangs have, however, continued to call themselves Tamang.

14th century

The Tamangs were one of the aborigines who were
least affected by the process of Nepalization or
Khasization. They were considered low caste automatically in the dominant Hindu state and system,
and thus, there is exploitation, marginalization, and
oppression of Tamang people. Due to their proximity to the capital city, governments have considered
that an empowered Tamang community could pose
a possible risk to their regimes and 1/3 of all deaths
were among Tamang people, and roughly 2/3 of
the 600,000 structures completely destroyed were
in Tamang dominant areas. It is the consequently
have striven to ensure that the Tamang People
have remained disenfranchised, exploited and
dominated.

18 CULTURAL CONTEXT

The Hindu festival was the
opportunity for Sundar and
his brother to wear their
most clean and beautiful
shirts. In front of the ruins
covered by a thick layer
of intense vegetation, they
pose to remember these
days of splendour.
>
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18th century

Nepal, was formed later in the 18th century and
saw a slow assimilation of the Tamang group with
other communities in the region. Around the 18th
century following conquests from other communities, the land owned by Tamangs were taken away
and distributed to the new rulers of the region.With
this view in mind, some scholars are of the opinion
that Tamangs are an indigenous tribe of Nepal
who though had Tibetan origins, later settled in
Nepal, India and Bhutan. They are the aborigines
of Yambu, or Kathmandu Valley, who had self rule
and autonomous roughly 2 centuries before present, systematically displaced during the expansion
period of Gorkha Kingdom and this continues to
the present day, the Central Development Region,
Nepal remains where 70% of the population reside.
The modern Nepal since 1768 A.D. covered a larger territory and incorporated even more community
with diverse language and cultures which further
expanded the process of Nepalization. Military and
administrative outposts were established across the
Himalayan and tradesmen and merchants started
to disperse out of the Kathmandu valley.

1900 - 1905

Some scholars are of the opinion that during the
regime of King Tribhuvan the then Prime Minister Bhim Shumsher had formally used the term
Tamang for the very first time under the request of
Sardar Bahadur Jungabir, who was also from the
Tamang nationality.

Nowadays

The census of 2001 has traced 92% of the Tamang
people speak in their own mother tongue. Tamang
are rich in socio-cultural perspectives. .
As such many Tamangs uphold this belief that
they are a different tribal community, with their
own spoken language and script. They have not
preserved Tibetan art, culture or religion intact, but
almost all that they have today is Tibetan in origin.
Those living outside the traditional area retain very
little of their original culture, art or religion and usually adopt the cultural patterns of their immediate
neighbours.
The traditionally Buddhist Tamang are the largest
Tibeto Burman ethnic group within Nepal, constituting 5% of the national population of over 1.3 million
in 2001, increasing to 1,539,830 as of 2011 census,
yet contested. Tamang are also a significant minority in Sikkim and Darjeeling District of West Bengal
of India as permanent settlers; their languages
are fifth most spoken in Nepal (note all Tamang
languages are not mutually intelligible).
Tamangs have their own distinct language. Their
mother tongue is Tamang, which falls in TibetoBurman language group. According to the census
of 2001, 92% of the Tamang people speak in their
own mother tongue i.e. Tamang. Their script is
known as Sambhota, but one of the leading Tamang organizations, Nepal Tamang Ghedung, has
been using a script known as Tamyig well known
as a modified version of the Sambhota script.

20 CULTURAL CONTEXT

Red, red, red. Even though
Tamang are mainly Buddhists, hindu festivities are
the occasion for gatherings... colour has a strong
presence. Red indicates
both sensuality and purity.
It remains a colour code for
festivities.
>
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The empire
The word Ta-mang-guo (Tamangguo) is used to
describe the great mongol nation. A vast empire stretching from nowadays Japan to Eastern
Europe. Tamsaling is known as the ancestral land/
territory. The Tamang people are considered to be
the indigenous inhabitants of what we now see as
Nepal. They are characterized by their own culture,
language and religion. Tamsaling get its meaning
from tree different words:
-“tam”: the language spoken by Tamang people
-“sa”: refers to the land
-“ling”: refers to the territory or fragment
Tamsaling means the land of Tamang tongue
speaking people. This region extends from Buddigandaki in the West to Dudhkoshi in the East and
from the Himalayan range in the North to Chure or
Siwalik hills in the South.
Settling in Kathmandu
Dr. Anatoly discovered tools, Weapons and apparatus of stone age (of about 30000 B.C.) at
Budhanilkantha (Kathmandu) were the same as
found in Govy of Mongolia, Asia and America. At
present such apparatus of Mongolian stone-age
are found in Yambu (Kathmandu) which prove that
the Mongolians (Tamangs) came via Tibet and
Himalayan to Nepal. It is evident that the Mongols
were settled in Yambu from North before Thirty
thousand years ago. Tamang is the very ancient
tribe of Nepal. The Tamang are original people of
Yambu Nepali history speaks that the Enlightened
Manjushree made an ancient abode of Tamang in
Yambu. The ancient Tamang song- “ Gyanaka Gyamse Phepkaziam or appeared from China” proves
that the oldest tribe of Yambu is Tamang. There are
dense Tamang settlement around the Yambu even
today. In the course of time, other races also settled
in and around Yambu and gradually the Tamang
people were displaced. They started to settle down
in the eastern region of Nepal and slowly started
spread all over Nepal. As, the time passed by the
population of Tamang was increased and became
the integral part of Nepali community. Gorkhali and
Nepali are considered to be the synonymous term,
so are Tamang and Lama, during the time of British
rule. The British adopted a policy of recruiting the
Gorkhas in the British Army, acknowledging the
fighting qualities of Gorkhas. Due to this reason Tamangs migrated outside Nepal like Darjeeling, Kalimpong (West Bengal), Sikkim, Assam, Nagaland
etc in India and also in Bhutan and Burma. They
got good status outside Nepal. In India they were
treated as Other Backward Class and in 2002 they
were declared a Schedule Tribe. The Government
of Sikkim worked very hard for their status, as they
are the integral part of Sikkimese population.

Early in the morning,
Wietse was wide awake
by the smell of cooking
rice. The whole family was
preparing the traditional
alcohol. 60kg of rice was
cooked that day.

After a few days in our
presence, Sanghita wasn’t
shy anymore. She showed
up in every single picture
we wanted to take. Sanghita was 12 years old at that
< time.

<

and Macdonald in 1989 have used the term Murmi
for Tamang people. A young scholar Ajitman
Tamang redefines the Tibetan perspective of the
word Tamang. He is of the view that in Tibetan Ta
means “entrance/gateway” and Mang means “large
public or common people”. So, Tamang in Tibetan
means “presence of large number of people at the
entrance or boundary”, which signifies the settlement of Tamang people in the border of Tibet, i.e.
in Nepal. It is also supported by the Tibetan usage
of the word Rongpo to Tamang, which means “the
foreigners”, inhabited beyond the border of Tibet.
Now it is obvious that the Tamangs are the indigenous inhabitants of Nepal, not the descendants of
the horse-riding soldiers of King Tsrong Tschong
Gampo as Tamang themselves do not possess the
characteristics of a horse rider nor there a sign of
their history directly associated with horses. Usage
of the word Tamang. It is still in the root of the
research from when the word Tamang has been
in use to refer to the Tamang nationality of Nepal.
During the 8th century the Tibetan King employed
Tamangs as border patrol to protect the people and
lands of Tibet. In Tibetan, the word Tamang means
“Horse Warriors”. As such, they lived around the
southern Himalayan region.

Community
and the strong sense of being part of it
__________________________________
The Tamangs have 13 sub-casts in the village. By
sub-cast, understand kinship. Besides being an
identity reference, the sub-cast system is a social
control that ensures the healthy genetic mixing in
society. One rule sets the right to marry only an
individual from another sub-cast. As many other
rural cultures, the Tamangs have a strong link to
their family, and more extended to their community.
If the family is the first place of security for an individual, the community plays an important role in the
education of children, the exchange of goods, the
celebration of festivities, and the sense of identity.
Surpassing the question of kinship, the community
is defined by different features like language, religion, and geographical situation in the valley.
Tamang language has no writing signs. It is an oral
tradition conveyed from parents to children. (It is
striking to see that many Tamang don’t know how
to count in their own language for example, as they
learn to count at school, and the official language
at school is Nepali.) Therefore, the language is a

strong link to their identity, and their sense of membership in the community.
Religion will be discussed further (cfr. Spirituality,
embodied in daily life), but we can already mention
the fact that Christian households seem to take less
part in the life of the community. The reasons are
still unclear, even though Buddhist families liked to
tell us how Christians don’t mingle easily.
Being part of a community surpasses the question
of identity: members of the community exchange
and share goods and services. During the harvest
and the sowing, the members have a rotation system which organises the labour forces among the
farmlands. Being a member is therefore a big asset
to get help from the neighbours. Any ceremony and
festivity are celebrated by the whole community.
These festivities act as “social decompressors” for
communities in which members share most of their
time, goods, talks, drinks, and labour forces.
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How to make rice alcohol?
Annexe1
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Chang/Bab Process
Chang
How to make rice alcohol
__________________________________

I Cook the rice. Thisfamily uses two fires at at time,
cooking two bags of rice, 30kg/each, 60kg.)
Sand coated

II Take out the rice and cool it down by spreading it out
on the ground
Plastic sheet

III Crumble the round compressed flavour biscuits
(These are made earlier by the family and are
stored in the attic. It’s a mix of floor of the
millet and another plant (unknown). They add
a sweet flavour to the rice.

IV Once the rice is cooled down, mix the “flour”

V Put the rice in buckets

(after one day the rice tastes sweet)

THE POST-SCHOOL PROJECT_ ON CONTINUITY AND IDENTITY

B

VI Wait one to two days before making first chang.

Chang

How to make rice alcohol
__________________________________

VII Making chang/bab; mix 50% rice and 50% water
in a bowl/bucket and stir it heavily. Pour the mix
through a net and drink the liquid part only.

Mixing/stiring tool
Branch or Bomboo stick
Squeeze the net to make sure
you take out all the liquid

Served in a typical
Nepali metal cup

Only for tourist
asking for a little
(Jackie)

This drink contains a small amount of alcohol
The Tamang people drink it from dusk till dawn.

C
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Traditional metal bowl

Chang is required to make airak. It needs
to rest for 7-10 days.

Airak

Airak Process

How to make rice alcohol
__________________________________

Work starts at 05am
Kodar

I

I
II

(Condensation)
Cooling Water

III

Airak

Smoke condensing
on cold bowl

II
IV

Chang

II

Wet towel
to seal off the vase

Fire
III

Poini

Poshi
Smoke
Filled with Chang
(Light alcoholic drink
made with rice/mais)

IV

V

(evaporated Chang)

Dubko

HEAT

Outside is rubbed with sand
to avoid blackening of the metal

Concentrated
alcohol = Airak

One bottle is sold by the family for RS60.
One day of work produces +- 70 bottles.
One bag of damaged, lower quality rice is
bought on the market for RS800.
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Farmers
Survival issues
_____________

The traditional farming practice is extremely labour
intensive due to the difficult topography. The land is
ploughed by bullocks or by man-power.
As most of the farmland is irrigated by a system of
black water pipes, a rotation of crops is possible
in the winter as well, a good moment to grow
wheat for example. The cropping pattern is mostly
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a rice-wheat-maize rotation system, but when the
land is left fallow, the cattle grazes easily without
destroying the seeds. It seems that the whole farming system is still at a subsistence level, and some
households knows annual deficits. Extra resources
are often bought at the market to face the scarcity.
GM crops
It is hard to distinguish the origin of the seeds used
for farming. Some say that GM crops are everywhere. Therefore, no control is possible, and farmers might use GMO without knowing. The villagers
seem to be aware of it, and feel the necessity to
keep local seeds safely and to continue its cultivation for not losing their genetic heritage.

That light was penetrating
so deep in the room that
the whole atmosphere
was becoming mystic. It
seemed to be the best
scene to translate a whole
lifestyle. Every moment of
light and darkness reveals
the most precious tools
of daily life. Almost like an
altar, the baskets and the
knives took all our attention.

<

Originally, the Tamangs are farmers. Nowadays, a
few villagers have another job asides. Therefore,
the life of each family, and of the entire village by
extension, is ruled by the repetition of seasons
through the years, the change of climate, the outside temperature, the rain falls. External factors are
interfering with the most important activity: farming.
Each household is the owner of small terraces, of
irrigated/non-irrigated farmland where they grow
crops such as maize, rice, wheat, millet, potatoes,
and soya. Most of the villagers have land-holdings
and cattle, cows, buffaloes, and chicken, but use
the common forest ground for grazing.
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The agriculture
The Post-School project
+ unifies the traditional, domestic with the globalized, institutional
+ anchors the school back in the community

The agriculture room answers partly a big question
whispered in the fields when villagers harvest or
sow together. “How can we be certain that these
GM crops are good for our farmland? Where are
these coming from? Wouldn’t it be safe to keep
using local seeds as well, and store a good stock
of it?”
As most of the children work with their parents in
the field, we can discuss the need for a special
classroom just for that purpose. The knowledge
is essentially manual and naturally conveyed from
a generation to another. But the idea behind the
agriculture room is more than teaching the children
how to grow crops. It is a space for discussion
about improvement of technics, and quality of production. Children could grow their own vegetables
and learn biology, as parents could have meetings
in the evening about the next harvest rotation.
Such a room becomes therefore very adaptable.
Furthermore, the teachers and the parent’s committee already have the intention to improve the new
playground (cfr. Kaman Singh park) with vegetation
and crops such as pineapples and mango trees.
The agriculture room could become the “garden
shed” of the vegetable garden.
The GM crops question raised the idea of collecting
local seeds among the villagers, and store them.
The new school could be an appropriated place
for that purpose. Identity and continuity is also
about the conservation of a rich genetic heritage of
which the children could be the guardians. What a
symbol, what a status for the school.

©The Post-School project

Spirituality
Embodied in daily life
___________________

Westerners and their linear vision of life could be
irritated in front of this acceptance. One could fight
for more ambitions. One could shout and ask for
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more efficiency, for better work, for more money,
for less “lazy” people... We chose to watch, and
deeply immersed ourselves in this different conception of what we are used to see in western societies. Let’s forget about time... Seasons take care
of it. Let’s forget about precision... Rain will take it
away during the next monsoon. Let’s forget about
safety... Life ends up at any moment. But what
remains then? Well, not that much of superficiality.
Family. God. Friends... And rice alcohol?
What a relaxed perception of life. To agree on it or
not, is not the question. “What can we learn from
that?” is the real one. As individuals, Tamangs
taught us to look at things with a new glance, to try
to understand the mechanisms behind our primary
thoughts, and sometimes to dissolve them. What
strikes us as a first comparison point, is the way we,
as Westerners, we think that we control everything
in our lives. That no other forces than the human
energy has real power. To really understand our

The cremation started late
in the afternoon. It took a
while for the villagers to
light the fire, as the wood
was still humid from the last
rain. The body was taken
from his house in a long
procession. We arrived
late, our only way to find
the crowd by following the
maize and the rice on the
ground, leading us deep in
the forest.
<

The aim of this report is not to present an exhaustive research on cultural issues, but to share our
experience among the villagers. Rituals are part of
the daily life as believes define its frame, and we
were bathed in this world of surprises and discoveries. The morning incense and offerings, the prayer
for the sick person, inscriptions in the sand, visits
to the altar up in the mountain,... All these signs
show us how each individual’s life is ruled by a
deep spiritual purpose. Linked to their dependance
on nature for survival, the Tamangs respect and
worship the divine, acknowledging their smallness and their inconstancy in face of the power of
natural and divine forces. There is in the air a kind
of compliance within a form of destiny... As if there
was nothing else to do than just follow the natural
curve of events, calamities, and happiness.

hosts, we had to slowly disintegrate that preconceived thought and open our minds to the impermanence and uncertainty of things like daily life.
Let’s come back to a more organised and academic presentation of our research. Diversity is among
Nepali, and Nepali are among diversity, so is their
religious presence... diverse.
Buddhists
Being originally from Mongolian tribes, Tamang
people are mostly Buddhists. Even though they
don’t live in the village, monks play an important
role in the community since they are present in
every ceremony. Prayer flags are shaping the
landscapes: mostly fixed on vertical bamboo poles,
they are landmarks for the village and guides on
the paths. A few villagers went to Buddhist schools
and can practice the rituals.
Hindus
Nevertheless, Hindu culture has a strong presence
in the Tamang village, and the religious mixing is
significant for the whole country. Boys and girls use
the aesthetic symbols of both religions, and know
the Hindu gods as well as the life of Buddha. We
attended a few Hindu festivities in the sanctuary
nearby, none of the villagers would miss the opportunity to celebrate this together.
Christians

Surprisingly, we found a church in the village.
Every Saturday morning, the mass is offered to
approximately 25 villagers. The tradition seems
to be coming from Anglican Canadian missionaries, who financed the building itself in the early
2000’. The celebration is extremely charismatic:
music and dances are part of it, mostly inspired by
western themes. It seems that Christians are not
well received among the community. Their cult is
not rejected - as Nepal is culturally very diverse and
tolerant in its diversity -, but they are described as
introvert and reluctant to attend Hindu and Buddhist festivities or ceremonies.
Believes and rituals
At the end of our stay happened the dead of a
respected old man in the village. That event has
been an opportunity to perceive a bit more of the
fundamental philosophy on life and death. Here
are the facts: the day of his death, the word was
spread in the village at the speed of a running child.
That same day, the family gathered and organised the funeral. The whole village was invited the
next morning to honour the man’s memory and to
make offerings to the gods and to his family. Every
household brought a pack of rice and some bank
notes to support the family who lost his father.
The mother of the house was collecting the gifts
upstairs and offering rice alcohol in return. Downstairs, the lama’s (the religious authority) were reading sutra’s in the main room occupied by villagers
around the dead body. Some children were helping
the lama’s with blowing horns and cymbals. The
corpse was covered with a white fabric and surrounded by rice bowls and incense sticks.
After some time that day, the body was transported
to the cremation site. At their death, Tamangs are
burned, and their ashes are covered with stones.
The height of the mound depends on the age of the
deceased, and around it, offerings are disposed to
accompany him until his next life. Flags and drapes
are marking their position in the site. It appears that
the village has at least two different cremation sites,
used by families in function of their geographical
situation in the valley. A long afternoon of rituals
followed, punctuated by the lama’s prayers and the
preparation of the cremation fire.
The next morning, we were invited for more festivities in the house of the deceased. The atmosphere
in the room had some magic. A fire was occulting
the air with its fumes, and the sons of the man,
shaved heads in memory of their father, were playing drums and chanting. The village could listen to
the story of a man who just died, told by his own
sons... The festivities lasted for 3 days and nights.
A time of gathering, a time of togetherness for the
community.

One of our host took us
to the burial place of his
father’s ashes. Their, in the
middle of the forest, stand
a yellow pole on top of a
mound of rock. Here lies
a man.
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The storytelling
The Post-School project

+ invites teachers to teach in a less formal, more playful way;
+ anchors the school back in the community

“On continuity and identity” is a wording alluding to individual and collective references among
diversity. In terms of diversity, Nepal is the best
case-study, and the issue of finding one’s place
(already discussed in the chapter “Community,
and the strong sense of being part of it”) can’t be
more adapted to that context. Yet, the Tamang
maintain a strong bound to their ethnic group and
refer themselves to that rooted point. A feature of
that collective core foundation is its language, only
conveyed by oral means including storytelling,
songs, and poems. But where does this cultural
transfer happen? Never at school. Entirely because
the national languages (English and Nepali) are the
only ones allowed in the public education, and because Tamang language doesn’t have any writing.
However, stories exist to be shared. They relate to
the past, to the ancestors, to the history of the community... and what is more important for a growing
child than being able to relate to his own past and
the one of his community.
We attended a funeral where something memorable happened. One of the sons took a drum and
started to hit softly the tensed skin. The sound
amplified slowly, and when it was at its maximum,
the man started to sing. He was improvising. We
couldn’t understand his words, but the chant was
powerful and its intensity struck us. He sang for
half an hour, and then opened his eyes which had
remained closed with the whole melody. He gave
the drum to his brother, and another chant started.
We learned after that these men were telling the
story of their deceased father.
The design of the post-school includes a “storytelling room”. Thought as a cosy and warm environment, the space could be the place where a kid’s
grandmother comes to tell the story of the earth at
the time of gods; where a teacher would tell how
was the king before the revolution; where the eldest
villager would narrate the life of the first Tamangs
coming from Tibet... The storytelling room is an intimate space that suggest the intimacy of a house.
We associate easily that room to the one where we
heard these chants.

©The Post-School project
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Mapping
A mind representation of the village
_______________________________

The upper road in construction acts as mental
Eastern limit to the village. From there, the clear
valley following the stream down to the river can be
considered as the zone in which the village is contained. In the middle of the perspective, a promontory raises: the school building stands there, on a
very strategic point. By standing there, the promontory cut the village in two parts: the upper and the
lower. From the bottom of the valley, one can feel
the limits of the village by looking at the crest line.

The valley being oriented West-East, the difference between the two slopes is noticeable. The
slope oriented towards the South has less terraces
and farmland and is less inhabited because of
its difficult topography, but is also less dense in
vegetation; the hillside facing North is more clearly
divided in plots of farmland belonging to different
households and houses a denser vegetation. Each
house seems to have a plot of land down-hill, and
has therefore a good overview on its property. Plots
are divided by streams and irrigation pipes. This
organisation of land creates a very scattered landscape in which no centre can be identified: houses
are dispersed in the valley and linked to each
others by small paths along the fields. At strategic
points stands what we would call “clusters”. There
seems to be a lifestyle more centred around smaller
communities and families, probably used traditionally. This building typology will be discussed in a
next chapter (cfr. Cluster typologies, a traditional
way of organizing space).

I liked this viewpoint very
much. Because I was living
on the other hillside, I rarely
came here. I spent several hours looking at this
landscape and wondering
how it had been colonised
and organised by the first
villagers. Even though it
appears disorganised, I
slowly started to grasp the
structural logic behind.

<

Because many villages in the Mid-Hills don’t have
any proper “centre”, limits and borders are mentally
known by every villager. We had to walk several
times from up to down to really understand its
structure. The map on page 33 is a mind representation of the upper village in its hilly landscape. By
roaming the valley and take different points of view,
we started to have a good overview. Here is a short
description.
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Landmarks and paths
Gathering places, known traces
____________________________

Since a few months now, the landscape is shaped
by new elements: roads. Playing with the contour
lines, they mark strong lines in the settlement. The
main road hugs the border of the village, but a
secondary road, derived from the first, pass by the
school and goes down to the stream. Both transform the mental representation of the village since
they connect points in a hierarchical way.
Without any centre, the village has many gathering
points. We realised that every house is a gather-

ing point, and what we call the “public space” is a
vague notion since social interaction happens everywhere. Nevertheless, some buildings are more
gathering places than others: here and there, small
groceries to buy snacks and candies or drink the
rice alcohol. These shops are also the places for
gambling at night and playing cards. As the shops
are literally inside domestic houses the function
of the housekeeper is to rule the boutique. Some
gambling happens all night long. It brings money
to the household, but strongly affects the life of the
family. In the upper village, there are two groceries
(1)(2).
The school is another landmark as it is the biggest
closed building in the village and the only “public” one with the church. The villagers sometimes
gather in the building, specially for elections or
for school committees. Even though the church is
open to everyone, it seems that non-Christian don’t
go there often.

(1) grocery
(2) grocery
(3) school
(4) church
(5) carpenter
(6) heritage site
(7) cemetery
< (8) waterfall

The waterfall is a landmark
announcing almost the end
of the village on its upper
part.
<

Even though the settlement seems disorganised
and spontaneously built up, it is clear that a logic
lies behind. We wouldn’t say that planning had
been made, but a strong sense of distance and
proximity ruled the setting of the constructions.
Generally, households settle down “next” to their
other family members, within the sub-cast system
(cfr. Community, and the strong sense of being part
of it). A dense network of paths is connecting them
to each others.
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A landmark
The Post-School project

+ has an appearance that responds the people’s desire for a village landmark
+ unifies the traditional, domestic with the globalized, institutional
+ anchors the school back in the community

As mentioned earlier, the school is situated on a
very strategic promontory. For now, the building
doesn’t use this geographical position as a social
status. The dull white cement building looks sad
and poorly crafted. When the children have to refer
to their school, there is no point they can stand
on and say “look, this is where I go to school, and
I am proud of it.” This is part of the challenge for
the education system in Nepal. Schools should
be landmarks, places of reference in the village.
The inhabitants should be proud of it, that would
reinforce their link to the institution.
Therefore, the Post-School project has a very
strong architectural language and doesn’t fear to
show the standing of the institution it houses.

©The Post-School project

Cluster typologies
A traditional way of organising space
_________________________________
The traditional clusters (a)(b)(c)(d) are landmarks
as well. They set themselves apart since they are
predominant built environment. We cannot be
specific about it, since no information was clearly
given about this building typology, but we can say
that these settlements seem to be older than others
and that their organisation is slightly distinct from
the individual housing constructions.

Clusters are spaces where facilities can be easily
shared. In some of them, one or two toilets are
common for all the members. Water taps are
shared as well, and even though each household
has its own barn, resources such as cattle food can
be in common. Therefore, clusters are protective
built environment fostering common livelihoods and
social cohesion among family members. They are a
strong identity reference point for individuals, and a
place of security in the wild hilly environment.
Cluster A
This settlement is probably the most “family centred” cluster. In its centre, water runs near a fire
place. The fire place is a cooking facility that serves
the whole family. Compared to other clusters this
one is less a “right of way” place.

Cluster a. Isolated relatively
far from the school building, we were drawing from
the threshold of a house
when the housekeeper
came to us with seats. It
was the first time we met
them... and probably the
first time they were seeing
foreigners.
<

Their position in the topography is evident: they
stand on higher crests, from which the families
have a clear view on the fields downwards all
around their position. They seem naturally established at the best strategic points of the valley.
Clusters are made of several houses organised
around a central square, a water tap, a fire place,
or along a path in the case of a narrow crest (d).
Houses belong to family members who generally
set up next to their parents, or used the ground of
a parent from a previous generation. The housing
typologies themselves don’t differ from the other

buildings in the village, but their orientation seems
to be more dependant on the quality of the central
space.
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Cluster a
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Cluster B
This settlement is the most central one, since it
stands on the same promontory as the school
building, in the middle of the valley. The situation
is very strategic and might show a certain social
status of this family in the village. Organised along
a path on a narrow crest the houses share a water
tap. With its strategic position in the village, it also
suffers from its relative exposition to external visits
and transits.

Cluster D
Far up on the windy crest lies this cluster. At the
first glance, its environment appears very inhospitable. The wind is blowing there intensively, few
shadow is offered by the poor surrounding vegetation, and water hardly gets there. Yet, the breathtaking view on the Indian plains and the velocity of
the air makes it very particular and unique. Since
only one side (facing North) of the hill is arable, the
density of houses is less than other clusters.

Cluster b. Coming from the
school, the road to this settlement goes through the
forest and then opens up
to the view on the majestic
mountains in the back.
<

Cluster C
Very isolated from the rest of the village, this cluster
lies near the waterfall, at the far eastern part of the
valley. Not yet touching the new road, the settlement stands on another promontory enjoying a far
perspective. It houses the only courtyard typology:
three barns are set in a u-shape around the main
house. Such a settlement might be of a wealthy
family which diversified its production and activity.
The mother builds there baskets, and the father is

one the remaining craftsmen able to make traditional ropes.
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Cluster b
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Cluster c
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Cluster d
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Infrastructure in the village
Roads, water, electricity
_____________________

44 THE VILLAGE

to the outside world.
The construction of the new road in the village began around the spring of 2017 but was put on hold
during the monsoon season. The end result will
be an asphalt road used by heavy trucks, cutting
through the village. During our stay this road was
not being asphalt or used yet, so we still got the
chance to walk everywhere freely, but the footprint
was already clearly visible in the village. The road
will divide the houses more clearly and some, now
very remote, properties probably will suffer from the
dust and noise pollution. To summarize the negative consequences we can say that the rural character of the village will suffer from this new road,
a heavy infrastructure the villagers are not used to
(yet). The opinions on this road were divided, a lot
of villagers mentioned the positive consequences
to their daily life as well. It will connect them more
easily to larger cities, passing traffic is an opportunity for trading and business, modernization
will find its way easier to places like this; etc. We,

Back from the waterfall,
the children were running
on the freshly rammed
road waiting for the asphalt
to come. With the heavy
rainfalls of the previous
weeks, the construction
stopped for some time...
enough to appreciate the
last moments of mud under
the slippers.

<

Roads
As with 33% of the population of Nepal, this villagers also live at least two hours walk from an asphalt
road in a city. To them this minimum distance to
school, a doctor, market, or any other facility in the
city of Hetauda is a daily reality. One to two times a
week the adult family members use the small walking paths to reach the food markets and try to bring
as much supplies in their baskets as possible. Not
only do they buy products, but food produced on
their fields is sold here as well. Besides buying and
selling it is also the exquisite place for gambling.
Being isolated from the outer world has it’s pros
and cons. It allows the village on one hand to be
conservative and maintain its local culture and
tradition. It’s what provides them a calm and rural
live in contrast to the city. On the other hand, villages being removed so far from a road present a
major challenge to education, health and economic
growth. Modern influences tend to be minimal and
local inhabitants often wish for a better connection

Water
Water has a main role to play in the village. It
comes in many different uses and places, varying
from rainfall, drinking water, rivers and wells, to
agriculture.
1. Rainfall plays an important role in the life of
people living of the land. Their entire farming cycle
is based on the seasons. During the monsoon
season the water is needed to fill the rice terraces
for example, rivers will swell and flood the dry riverbanks. During the dry season the entire landscape

dries up and the beautiful green, which we were
lucky to experience, disappears. The land becomes
less fertile.
2. Water sources in domestic use - Every house or
building was provided with a hose or/and a concrete water basin with tap. This water was coming
from an uphill stream or well. Usually the water was
streaming 24/7 and finding its way down the landscape naturally. This was the main water source for
daily household needs; cooking, cleaning yourself
after a visit to the toilet, washing (clothes and
body), drinking, and cleaning. Some houses have
a tank to store water during the dry season. Locals
are immune for the bacteria in the water, but as an
outsider it is recommended to slowly build up the
amounts of water you take in. They will serve you
the “bab”, made with this water, anyway.
3. Rivers and wells - The river streaming down in
the valley of the village is an easy recognizable
landmark. We often used it after working on the
playground to wash or enjoy the beautiful land-

Always the women... Washing the clothes, cleaning
the dishes, going for water
at the tap. The infrastructure is really poor, but
makes the job. At least,
grandma never complains.

<

European students, consider it mostly as a negative
change because we admire the untouched tradition
and rural character of a place that is hard to find
nowadays. The villagers probably share the same
vision, but their main concern is survival, in a comfortable way if possible. And in this vision a new
road brings a lot of opportunities to improve their
daily lives. They maybe will have a different opinion
on it as seen in retrospect.
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Electricity
The state owned NEA, or Nepal Electricity Authority, is responsible for the electricity supply in Nepal.
Electricity supply is limited to 43% of the population, which lives mainly in urban areas. Only 8 %
of people in rural areas have access to electricity. The low electricity supply prevents economic
development, sharing information and education
development in rural areas. The main electricity
production is heavily dependent on hydropower, as
nearly 93% of the total electricity will be generated
by either NEA-owned or private hydropower plants.
This traditional way of using energy from the river is
often used by smaller communities to drive a mill.
Imported power from India has become more and
more important over the decades, providing 18% of
total needed power in Nepal, Especially the eastern
region. The concentration of power plants in the
eastern and central part of the country require an
elaborated system of transmission lines to serve the

other parts as well. Bottlenecks in the transmission
network, mainly geography, make it hard and expensive to reach areas like Hetauda (the region of
the village), many places rely on imported energy
from India. A large part of the countries inhabitant
relies on smaller installations beside the national
grid, examples are: diesel generators, solar panels
or smaller girds on a village scale. In many cases
these systems are the peoples main supply due to
an average electricity supply less than eight hours
a day, up to sixteen hour power cuts during winter.
This self-sufficiency is necessary in a country were
the national grid only serves 15% of the total population. The main electricity source in the village was
partly from the main net added with energy provided by a solar panel on the roof of every house.
Solar energy was often used in the evening to light
some lamps or charge a phone. Theoretically a lot
of energy should be produced during the monsoon
season due to glacier melt and intensive rainfall.
But in reality large parts of the supply network are
damaged by the rainfall, floods and landslides
causing major power cuts for an unknown amount
of time. We were lucky to experience this on our
way to the village. During the winter generation
capacity decreases along with diminishing run-off
rivers.

Spontaneous electrical
wires and poles in the landscape, together with water
and sanitary installations.
By showing our sketch
books every evening to our
hosts, they could recognise
the subject and tell us more
about it. The house on top
was Krishna’s neighbour.

The day we arrived in
Hetauda was rainy. It had
been rained for the last 3
days. On the road, trees
and mud slides stopped us.
Fortunately. Later on the
road, the whole mountain
< collapsed.
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<

scape surrounding the village. Villagers used it in
the same way; mainly as a landmark but also to
wash clothes.
4. Agriculture - Water plays an important role in
growing their daily crops. Rice fields for example
are constantly drained with water. During our stay
in the monsoon season we were lucky to see a
fertile, green landscape with a great verity in plants,
crops and vegetation.
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The local knowledge

Initial Project and discussion phase
How to understand each others
____________________________

One of the reasons children are reluctant to go to
school is obviously because of the poor quality of
their learning environment. Nothing looks attractive
for a kid in a white cement building with no space
to run, make a tree house, or be a pirate for one
day. They are used to work in the fields with their
parents, to use tools and to cut crops, which is
definitely more exciting than sitting on a cold steel
bench and listen a teacher who doesn’t even speak
the same language.
Being asked to think about it and to propose a solution, we took it very seriously and decided to work

hard to make the best of our stay in the village.
The idea of the community was to flatten the terrain next to the current playground and enlarge
consequently the space for the children. The terrain
was a steep slope, and we could immediately feel
the danger of cutting down all the trees: landslides
happens that way on all the roads of the mountainous country, when retaining walls are too fragile
and the slope too steep. We drew our doubts and
were invited to think of a better solution for a new
playground and to present it during a meeting in
the school building. We prepared several drawings,
and thanks to our guide Michael who translated our
presentation slide after slide, we could have a first
contact with the parents. This was wonderful. From
this first contact it became obvious that we had to
work on our language. Drawings, for sure. Signs,
absolutely. Smiles, obviously. It was hard to say if
they had understood us at that point... Nevertheless, we achieved unanimity among all.

There was a big hubbub in
the room. All the drawings were spread among
the parents, men leaning
against the walls, more
silent, and women in the
centre waving the papers
like flags.
<

During the first week of our stay, we were lucky
to meet all the parents at once. We heard that the
community already had a project of playground for
the school and that the villagers were ready to work
on it. The title of our internship was clearly pushing
us to act, and to participate in this great ambition:
create a joyful, safe, and playful environment for
the children of the community.
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Proposal
Platforms
_________

We could only guess the best building options
since we were only there for 1 week. We thought
of different materials to construct the steps going
down the slope. We thought of stones first. A strong
masonry could have made the job, but we realised
then how weak were these sedimentary sandstones in the area. Cement was another option,
as we know that they consider this new material
as very modern and stable. But what an embodied
energy and what skills needed for such a construction. Furthermore, we wanted to create the most
coherent environment possible for children to feel
good, at home, and cement is an alien to them. We
were firstly afraid of using wood as we know how

sensitive it is to insects and how its putrefaction is
quick. But it seemed to be the natural option for
all the villagers. Day after day, we could see that
our conception of durability is extremely relative.
What is durable for a Tamang who sees every rain
season his garden going into mud? The cycle of
“land washing” doesn’t give lots of hope for long
term constructions, certainly not when it concerns
the transformation of topography. Our sense of
precision has also been eroded by the time we
were there. This apprenticeship has never ceased
during six weeks. The villagers were very creative
for the games on the platforms. The first one has a
horizontal wooden ladder with two different heights
for taller and smaller kids. We called the second
“the storytelling platform”, as the U-shape bench
was thought for exterior classes or calm games. On
the third rise a serial of poles of different heights for
the kids to jump from one to another. And on the
last lies a sliding ramp in the continuity of the circuit
created by all the platforms together.

This smile moves me. I
don’t want to romanticize
our stay in Nepal and the
consequences of our intervention, but I can’t deny the
happiness I feel when I see
these children playing in
their blue uniforms...
<

Our proposal was to divide the initial large flattened
platform into smaller terraces, and link them with
playful paths and trails. Each platform would have
a different game. We estimated the biggest part of
the work to be masonry walls and digging work. In
total, 4 platforms with a surface of 25m².
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Building site
Daily life with a shovel
___________________
we could have a global perception of the social and
demographic situation. It also means that everyone
in the village could observe that foreigners were
coming to their school, sending signs saying:
“here is something important happening”. The idea
behind is to push the parents to support their kids
and to send them to school everyday. To achieve
all these goals, we had to do our part, we had to
get our hands dirty. We worked every morning and
every afternoon and gave the best we could.
Phase 1 - demolition (1 day)
The first step was to demolish the rest of a collapsed school building (cfr. The school, infrastructure), and to collect the remaining stones for
the construction of the platforms. The earth had
covered most of the masonry of the ancient building, which didn’t help us to go faster. With shovels
and wheelbarrows we removed all the stones and
brought them in line near the new wall to come.

Several people were
throwing the stones, while
others were taking them
away from the old building.
Obviously, we could only
be responsible for our own
safety, and we remained
alert each time we were in
the “throwing zone”. After
some hours, we started
to trust our construction
mates, and no work accident happened.
<

To organise the work efficiently, the parent’s committee together with the teachers set up a rotation
of villagers coming to work on the playground.
Each family had to send 5 members for one halfday. In total, we had enough people for the first
10 days. At 7am, we had every morning a different
team working until 12. After lunch break, another
team was coming for the whole afternoon. Each
team brought their tools, and some villagers nearby
lend us their own ones. Women, teenagers, old
men, young fathers, everyone came.
This rotation system was already a big asset for
us. First, it means that a hundred of villagers
were involved in the construction site. Almost the
entire community participated in this “improving
our school” action. Involving the community in its
education system is one of the main goals of CEPP,
and by extension of our mission on site. Secondly,
it means that we met each villager at least once. It
was for us a condition to truly understand the context we were immersed in. Thanks to that rotation,
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Phase 3 - digging (3 days)
The farmers use a specific kind of shovel to build
the paddy fields. They are made up of an iron plate
fixed at 90 degrees to a wooden stick. These tools
were perfectly adapted to dig out most of the earth
and to transform the topography of the site into flat
platforms. We must constantly adapt our plans and
dimensions in order to prevent landslides on steep
surfaces. As the earth removed was necessary to fill
in the retaining walls, we collected it in large plastic
bags and lifted them up to the existing playground.
Phase 4 - secondary retaining walls (2 days)
Without a strong retaining wall for each platform,
the work would have been gone in one rainy day
and the slope would have been homogenised. But
for that, we must bring down the remaining stones
from the demolished building. To build a retaining
wall, it is essential to alternate the big stones with
smaller ones, and then fill in the gaps with mud.
If the mud is the only retaining element with big
elements of masonry, the water cannot percolate

The teenagers were the
hardest to lead. One morning, we had a team with
only young boys. They
were reluctant to get their
hands dirty, and were most
of the time joking and
watching us at work. What
could we do? We had no
power on them, and no
means to properly communicate. The only thing we
could do is transform our
futile anger into patience.
<

Phase 2 - long retaining wall (3 days)
Because of the steep slope, we had to reinforce
the existing playground with a long retaining wall.
It was also the opportunity to define more clearly
were does the platform end and where does the
slope start. A hole of the size of two stones was
dug to create a sort of foundation. Every man in
the village seemed to have a knowledge of how
masonry works, which is not surprising since they
all have already participated in the construction of
a house. No cement, pure interlocking of sandstones, and a hit on the stone with a knife to make
it aligned and straight. One man (this activity seems
definitely masculine) at a time could be the mason,
but all the others were selecting the good stones
and bringing them to him. The best masons were
the eldest among them, and it was fulfilling to see
that even for a small construction the knowledge is
conveyed from one generation to another.
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Phase 5 - steps to link the platforms (2 days)
A network of staircases was built in order to create
a circuit for the kids to run from one terrace to
another. With the shovels of the farmers, create
a step in the slope is an instant act. Remains the
wooden structure to contain the earth on each
step. Made up of two poles of 60 cm (30cm in the
ground, 30cm up) and one or two perpendicular
large logs, the retaining structure is extremely simple and quickly built. We used the heavy flat iron
on the other side of axes to ram the poles in the
ground. The most time consuming activity to finish
the fifth phase was to find the appropriate wood in
the forest without cutting too many trees. Thanks to
the recent heavy rain, many trees were lying down

on the road. Cutting down a tree without permit is
officially illegal in the area.
Phase 6 - games and railings (4 days)
All the interventions on the terraces themselves
were in wood. For that reason, we tried to have
carpenters on the construction site. It was a difficult
task since only two villagers had the appropriate
tools to make notch, pins and mortises. Soon,
villagers came with nails and hammers, and we
had to give up our hope to see skilled craftsmen.
Nevertheless, the constructions went relatively
fast. Two men were cutting large logs in the forest
for the “jumping hopscotch”, and the others were
removing the bark using the same heavy axes. By
hitting the logs several times at strategic points, the
bark is easily removable. Yet, we were at the end of
the rotation system, and the most difficult task was
to convince villagers to come back on the construction site. With the help of the committee, we
managed to finish the intervention before leaving by
gathering the most motivated villagers with us.

The men were often making fun of us while using
their tools. Several hits
were needed for us when
one would make the job
for them. However, they
were also impressed by our
determination and our hard
work.
<

and is contained in the mass of the platform which
pushes heavily on the wall and demolish it easily.
Without any mortar, the walls looked fragile. We
were worried about their durability, but the villagers
reassured us by saying that compression will do its
job after a few weeks.
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The storytelling platform
might be used as its name
< specifies... or not.
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We made our best to conserve the trees growing on
the terraces. The excavation work was respectful of
the vegetation. We organised the jumping hopscotch
with the tree in the middle,
< and it worked perfectly
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Once the first platform was
flattened, it was obvious
that the kids wouldn’t use
only the stairs to move in
the playground. Unfortunately, we had to close
that wonderful sliding ramp
leading to the terrace for
“safety” reasons, but also
to prevent the erosion of
< the slope.
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A link for the community
Togetherness of individuals and their ideal
______________________________________

Everything made sense in once. During the construction, it was impossible to have a critical look
on what we were doing, but suddenly, by seeing
the end result and that placard on the tree, we realised that this was a good job. Kaman Singh park
was the place which gathered, gathers, and will
gather the villagers, their children, and the teachers
around one project. Kaman Singh park was establishing a strong link for the whole community, it was
a symbol of unity.

During three weeks in total, hundred villagers
and as many children came to the school to build
together the first step of their ideal school. With
the same dream of making the school environment beautiful and welcoming, the community
shared shovels, manpower, meals, and good time
in the construction of it. With 0 rupees, they made
together the most beautiful playground of Nepal.
The last day, we were invited on the storytelling
platform for an official farewell. The teachers gave
a talk. We had the word for some minutes, the parent’s committee as well. And all the children were
there, watching and listening to us. Our mission
was fulfilled. We had gained the unanimity among
the villagers, and their involvement in the education
of their children for some time. The parent’s committee was now establishing the link between the
teachers and the other parents, and a seed of unity
was radiating from the school. We hope this seed
that CEPP sowed is going to grow for several years.

I took this picture when the
kids were in class, the only
moment to grasp some
silence on the playground.
Kaman Singh park could
now become a pirate boat,
a spaceship, or a deep
ocean full of sharks... A
place for imagination. .
<

One of the last days we were at school, the teachers gathered the pupils in front of the building and
told them that an old man died. That old man was
the founder of he school, 25 years ago. One minute
of silence to honour the memory of that man. This
happened at the moment we had to chose a name
for the playground. Shaïl got the idea of naming
it in memory of that man. Kaman Singh park was
born. With pride, the president of the parent’s committee fixed a placard with the name of the place.
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Local knowledge
The Post-School project

+ stimulates the local economy;
+ is climate-responsive an earthquake-resistant;
+ incorporates local crafts;
+ anchors the school back in the community.

During our stay, we observed a very natural building knowledge. This knowledge is collective and
could be shortly described as: “they know how
to build”. Therefore, any external input in building
technology can appear very irrelevant if this local
knowledge isn’t taken into account.
The Post-School project seems to surpass this
naivety by being strongly rooted in the reality of a
Nepali village. The construction logic is very simple:
a crossed masonry wall reinforced in its extremities
by cast concrete, woodwork to surround this wall
and define the classrooms, and wooden poles in a
circular shape to support a bamboo roof. All these
elements are well-known from the villagers.
As the construction of the new playground showed
us, the school can count on the parents for construction work which offers a lot of advantages: no
money should be invested in manpower, besides
a skilled carpenter; all the villagers will be involved
in the construction process and will participate in
this common project; the collective knowledge is
in action, which ensures the construction to be
relatively well crafted; at last, the construction site
itself becomes a place where intangible heritage is
conveyed from a generation to another.
We keep some reserve concerning the craft of the
roof since we haven’t seen any quality bamboo
construction in the village. However, the material
remains an abundant resource which would be
foolish not to use.

©The Post-School project
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Typologies
Living in earth
_____________

Houses are built by the villagers themselves, and
we can say that the whole community holds a building knowledge. It exists a few different typologies
in the village, but they all have the same logic, the
same major organisation of space, and the same
building principles. A Tamang house has 5 main
components: an external pati; a main living space;
a balcony on the first floor; the first floor itself; and
the attic.

The external pati
As its main building material is sensitive and
moving, the whole building needs good boots.
As digging for foundations is a heavy work and
doesn’t protect the ground floor from humidity, the
Tamangs build first a platform made of stones and
soil to higher up the first level. Besides protecting
the ground floor from heavy rainfalls and flooding,
this platform plays a social function: the pati is the
threshold, the place in-between, where people sit
when they are not invited to come in, or when the
activity outside is more interesting. Covered by the
roof and the balcony, the pati is protected from the
rain and from a hard sun, and is therefore an enjoyable place to sit outside and talk. It is also the place
where slippers and shoes are left before entering the house. It acts as a layer between the dirty
“outside” and the clean “inside”, a layer between
private and public, a place where collectivity can
express itself.

That part of the village
was new to me... and I
was new to its inhabitants.
When I took my camera to
photograph that house, the
two young girls started to
run away, laughing nervously. I could catch the last
moments they were still
present on the frame.
<

Living in earth means being surrounded by a very
specific materiality. Earth is our bound to nature, it
is our essence, the source of all beings. We can’t
speak about housing typologies in the Mid-Hills of
Nepal without speaking about this material. Earth
is the built environment of all the villagers, and the
building materials of all the construction... except
the school. (This exception is a real question that
the design of the new school is going to tackle.)
(cfr. ...)
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to hang on tools, herbs, fry pans, knives, or ropes.
Indeed, everything left on the ground is potentially
animal food, and the only element that disconnects the interior room from the exterior pati is the
wooden frame of the door which rises 10cm above
the ground.
In the thickness of the walls, openings or gaps
allow the household to store or leave ingredients
of daily life. Few furniture are present in the room.
Besides the bamboo carpets and seats made of
corn leaves, tables for the gas stove, and possibly
a rubber and bamboo chair, the room houses no
furniture.

The colour of the walls
varies a lot: the fumes
blackened the upper part
while we see the down part
being gained by humidity
<

The balcony
The word used to describe this space is probably wrongly chosen because this has nothing to
do with our western definition of a balcony. In a
Tamang house, the balcony is a space of circulation and of storage. It is the only access to the
room on the first floor, and is the best hanging spot

Sundar’s house is smaller
than his brother-in-law’s.
Yet, typologies are similar..
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<

Main living space
The ground floor of a house is a space to welcome
friends, families, or guests. Rather dark because of
the few openings and the massive walls, the space
remains fresh and a controlled humidity is in the air.
Yet, a fire is often burning, lessening the air quality but offering a sweet atmosphere to the room.
Thanks to the fire place but also to a gas installation along the wall in the back, the ground floor is a
space for cooking. Traditionally, no separation wall
divides the space, but we see some contemporary
constructions that adopted the urban “partition
trend”. This empty ground floor makes it very
adaptable. When the extended family comes over,
it becomes a dormitory, and when the night falls,
chickens are gathered under the carrying baskets
in a corner of the room.
Even though no walls are dividing the space, we
can identify a clear structure made of 3 to 4 spans.
Revealed by the wooden poles in the middle, these
spans are not used to organise the space, but well
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The attic
Being the highest room of the house just under the
boiling metal roof, the attic is used only for storage. This is the place where most of the harvest is
gathered.

This balcony is a blessing.
For shadow and for light,
for the rain and for its protection, for social gatherings and for privacy...
The housekeeper didn’t
want me to take a picture
first. She found her room
dirty and unworthy to keep
in memory. “Why would
you feel ashamed of such
a good harvest? You can
be proud of your work and
of your house.” She let me
take the picture...
<

The first floor
We would describe the first floor as adaptable as
the ground floor if there wasn’t any wooden beds
which defines less ambiguously the function of the
space. Yet, many other activities happen there as
well, and it is not uncommon to find cooking places

or storage. This is also the place where more personal belongings are kept, and where the altar is
set up. In a few houses of the village, there stands
the worst invention of the second millennium...
the TV. The walls can be made of wood, bamboo
reeds, or can be the continuity of the massive stone
and mud wall. In the first option, the air ventilates
easier between the wooden slats and the room is
less dark than the ground floor. In some houses,
we find a big rice storage made of bamboo reeds.
The freshly harvest rice is kept there before going
to the sieve to separate the shell from the grain.
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<

of the whole house. Facing the sun but covered by
the roof, the maize can hang there, dry for a few
months without being harmed by insects. Furthermore, the balcony is a roof for the pati.
Structurally, the platform stands in cantilever on
beams extended from the first floor. These beams
support the load of the balcony, in addition to the
load of the columns partly bearing the roof. On the
same balcony, one can find peace on the small
part behind the staircase. (I used to read and write
there, out of the circulation. The fact that there is no
proper connection with the main platform doesn’t
scare the children... sometimes unfortunately when
you want to find peace and loneliness.)
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Every house is near to its
barn. Most of the villagers
have cattle. The barns are
more rudimentary buildings
covered with straw. In the
summer, the cattle is kept
under the roof most of
the time, but in the winter,
when farmlands are fallow,
animals are grazing in the
< fields.

<

Anil is a great cook. To be
frank, Anil makes everything in the house, helping
his mother for all daily
tasks.
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Essential element of daily
life, the water tap is never
far from the house... and
from the toilet. These two
elements are quite uniform
< in the village.

Children are also cooking on the gas stove. The
grandma asked them to
prepare tea for us. The rain
had just stopped and the
first rays of light were coming in, revealing the fumes
of the hot water.
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Mothers’s heritage
The Post-School project

+ unifies the traditional, domestic with the globalized, institutional
+ incorporates local crafts (and by doing so to contribute to the blooming of Nepali women)
+ anchors the school back in the community

The “woman’s room” is at first glance strangely
named. We won’t contradict the fact that most of
the handcraft and the cooking work is made by
women, but why would we accentuate this segregation? Why would we keep the responsibility of
conveying the intangible knowledge to the women?
We’d love to say that the Tamang society is matriarchal because women do the most! They have
power by their act of making, cooking, ruling the
house. Women take care of the money, they don’t
gamble it because they know its power and its preciosity, they know its value, they know how much
you can buy with it. To our point of view, women do
have power... but they don’t have recognition for it.
Therefore, we changed the wording “contribute to
the empowerment of Nepali women” by “contribute
to the blooming of Nepali women”.
And the “woman’s room” can play that role. The
woman’s room is a space to transmit knowledge
and craft technics, but also a meeting spot. It is
striking to see how women take care of their household... Let’s imagine how they could take care of
the village if they had the space for it!
In the previous school building that collapsed, there
was in the early years a kitchen. We know today
that one reason children don’t come to school
is because they don’t receive any food there.
For those who live far, they spend the entire day
without eating. If there is a kitchen in the school,
there could be meals prepared for them. A rotation
system is possible where each mother would come
once a month at school to help at the kitchen with
the kids. The agriculture room could even be the
storage of vegetables and grains, and a garden
could be the first resource for this kitchen.
In conclusion, this space would be a great asset for
the school. Acting as a sustaining facility to attract
the children at school, it becomes a meeting place
for women in the evening, and a trade of knowledge.

©The Post-School project

Building technology
Wooden joinery
______________

Elements of construction
come together in a controlled way... or in a very
“spontaneous” one. Wood,
metal sheets, clay, and
stones are giving texture,
smells, and colours to
remember. These pictures
are focused on details, but
reveal the general radiation
of the built environment.

<

Ventilation happens here
and there without any typologic: few houses have
these openings.
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<

Some say that tamang people have a deep knowledge of wooden joinery and building technology.
Considering what we saw, we would rather talk
about a strong building tradition embedded in the
limits of resources. Situated between a high and
old mountain range and the low humid plains, the
environment only allows its inhabitants to build with
weak stones, clayish soil, and sal wood. Nevertheless, they use these resources with efficiency and
knowledge.
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Details
The tamang house
_________________
Detail B

This wood-stone connection is situated on the top
of the load bearing wall on the second floor of a
traditional Tamang house. We can see how the
outer and inner beams are alternated resting on
the support beam placed on top of the stone wall
(A). The outer beams (D) bear the load of the roof
cantilevering above the terrace. The inner beams
(C) support the third floor or the attic underneath
the roof. Beam B is placed on top of the stone wall
to avoid punctual loads on the stonewall. Traditionally this stone wall is “plastered” with a brown-red
clay layer, which is not shown in this drawing. The
second drawing illustrates the same connection but
shown in section.

This could be considered to be the traditional way
of connecting columns and beams of two floors.
Column A has a larger section compared to column
C from the floor above. Columns and beams tend
to be narrowing down the higher you go in the
house, this logical reasoning makes sense since
the carrying load becomes lower as well. Remarkable is the way the two columns are connected to
each other with beam B placed in between them.
The whole construction is held together with nails.
Beam B is a main support beam, the amount of this
beams and columns is the amount a bays in the
house. On average a traditional house counts 5 or
6 of them. The smaller beams D are part of the floor
placed on top. More or less 10 of them are placed
next to each other every 30cm. Smaller branches
and clay form are used to finish the floor.

The traditional house
is attached to the barn.
Technologies are evolving
but typologies seem to be
quite fixed.
<

Detail A
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< Detail A
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D

D

B

A

< Detail B
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Details
The roof
________
Detail C
the wooden railing E placed between the columns
on one hand a very functional part but at the same
time a status symbol for the house.
Detail D
Detail D is a roof corner detail and focuses on more
or less the same place as Joinery C, but the connection to the wall and the addition of the attic floor
is emphasized more. This rather complex open
isometry is seen from the position of the columns
on the balcony. Elements C,D and F are recognizable elements from Joinery C and will not be further
explained. Column A is a large wooden column
standing on the corner of the building, continuous
over two floors. On two sides it’s supported by a
stone wall with wooden beams B on top of them to
spread the load equally on the walls (see joinery
A). The attic floor exist of a clay layer and smaller
branches and planks spanning between the beams
G.

We were invited on this
structure to eat freshly
cooked corn. The fresh air
under the roof makes the
atmosphere very enjoyable.
<

This exploded view of the roof corner illustrates
how structure and ornament can be combined.
This detail was taken from a house which was in
general better decorated then the average house
in the village. Parts B, E and F illustrate the level
of decoration well, in many cases these parts
would be simplified a lot or would not be added at
all. Working from bottom to top we first cross the
wooden column A in this drawing. Ornaments B
are put on top of the column with a pin and hole
connection. Both elements fit in to each other
perfectly to not increase the height of the element
as a whole. Beams C span between the columns
to support the beams forming the roof (D) above
the balcony. (These beams can be seen in Joinery
A, the section as well. Beam C (in this drawing) is
the beam supporting the beams D in this drawing
(Joinery A).) This beam D stretching from the stone
wall corner to the column A is connected to beams
C with a double pin connection. Finally this structure is decorated with an ornamental front plank F.
Maybe the most noticeable element of decoration is
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G

E

D (see D in joinery C)

B (see B in joinery A)
A
C (see C in joinery C)
F (see F in joinery C)
< Detail D
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D

C
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A

< Detail C
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Detail E
This drawing focuses on the roof structure as well
(Joinery C) but on the straight parts instead of the
corner. Elements A,C,D and F can be found in
Joinery C as well, D in Joinery 1. Column A supports beam C, which support on his turn the roof
structure above the balcony. Notice the same kind
of ornament on top of the columns and the front
plank F at the end of the cantilevering beams. This
drawing is able to show the horizontal connection
between the beams C, which can not be seen in
the previous roof details. Also here most of the connections are realized with a wooden pin and hole.

F

D

D (see D in joinery 1)

C

A

< Detail E
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Details
The balcony
___________
Detail F
In detail F and G we illustrate some differences we
noticed between a traditional and a more recently
build house. An exploded view of the balcony was
made to compare both situations. In the traditional
building style, double columns are used to support
the beams on the ground and first floor. This is
clearly illustrated in the drawing, column A and B
standing next to each other. The beam C cantilevering on beam A which transfers this load immediately to the ground. The same logic is applied
for beam D and column B for the first floor. Also
remarkable are the alternating beams E who form
the structure for the balcony, notice that no joints
are used here.

way simplified, the more elegant head of the old
beam has disappeared. Except for his ornamental
function it also drained the rainwater to the small
notch to stop it from running down the beam to
avoid water damage. Compared to Joinery F, beam
C is now supported by a column at the end and is
not cantilevering anymore. A last difference would
be the connections between beams E, which were
not used traditionally. Also the stone and clay wall
was replaced by a brick and concrete wall.

Detail G

The structure of the balcony allows the inhabitants
to hang the harvest. It dries
for a few months.
<

This more recently balcony shows us some differences in building techniques compared to the
older houses (see Joinery F). The double columns
system is replaced by a single column with an
added support to carry beam C. This beam is in a
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D (see B in joinery A)

B

E

C
A

< Detail F
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D (see B in joinery A)

E

B
C

A

< Detail G
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< Detail I
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<

< Detail J

I remember the day I made
this sketches very well.
The parent committee had
decided not to work in the
afternoon due to heavy
rainfall. This half day off
was the perfect opportunity
to study the school library.
For four to five hours I
stayed on the site enjoying some time alone with
some good music. Nonstop
rainfall, a breathtaking
landscape and the first four
albums of Metallica pleasing my senses. Now and
then a villager walked by
greeting me with a friendly
smile and a curious look in
their eyes seeing a West
European man using paper
and a pencil to sketch their
school building. Some men
around my age stopped
and sat next to me. The
watched me draw and
were curious to what kind
of music I was listing to.
When I handed over my
headphones they clearly
had never listened to “Ride
the lightning” before, it was
a fantastic afternoon.

Other typologies
The library
__________
On the section of the school library several joints
are indicated and drawn more in detail to show the
more modern way of connecting construction elements. Different materials and techniques are used
compared to the traditional housing style, a combination of brick, concrete and (concrete) plaster
is used in the walls. The roof is a combination of a
wooden support structure with metal sheets placed
on top. The whole is supported by a wooden truss
spanning between the brick-concrete columns.
The entire building is placed on top of a 20cm high
stone foundation.
Detail I
The connection between the rafter, the continuous
horizontal truss beam and a column is shown is this
isometry. All three wooden elements are screwed
together with a lager vertical screw. In traditional
houses most of the connections are realized with
wooden pins instead of metal.
Detail J
The horizontal beam in the wooden truss is continuing to the column supporting the cantilevering roof

(see detail 1 and section). The beam is placed in
the brick wall and column. A concrete plaster is
added on top of this bricks.
Detail K
This drawing focuses on the connection between
the rafter, battens and metal sheeting. The roof
battens are placed on top of the rafters by making
a small incision in the beams. Afterwards the metal
sheeting is added and connected to the battens
with a metal hook. The wooden plank at the end
of the rafters is partly aesthetical but also protects
against the rainfall.
Detail L
Detail 4 is showing more or less the same part
of the building as described in joinery 3. Here
we get to see the connection of the different roof
parts seen from above. The incision in the battens
are clearly visible as is the horizontal connection
between these elements. The section in the metal
sheets shows us the part of the metal hooks above
and below the roof sheeting.
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< Detail K
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< Detail L
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< Detail H
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The challenges of new materials for
old knowledge
__________________

Detail H
Detail H shows two different ways of connecting the
wooden elements in a typical door or window. On
the left side a pin and hole connection is used while

the right side connects it’s different parts by making an incision. Due to the thickness of the walls
a double door frame is needed (A and B), one in
the front and one in the back of the wall. Typically
both frames are connected with a wooden plank in
between (C). The door is located in the middle of
the two frames at the position of the smaller frame
D, allowing it to open to open to the inside.
Knowledge has been built along the years in coherence with a “trembling” environment. Everything
was thought to be structurally resilient. Despite the
recent earthquake that destroyed most of the constructions in the north, it seems that new methods
are not taking caring about it. The comparison on
these two pages shows how extreme the knowledge has been evolving (or not). On the left, the
complexity of wooden joinery; on the right, the
simplification of the construction methods thanks to
new materials. For a good, or for a bad.

The president of the parent’s committee was building his new house. Very
proud of the new construction methods, he showed
us everything in detail.
<

The building tradition transmitted by the ancestors is slowly being modified by the import of new
materials, such as bricks, cement, concrete, and
metal sheets. The paradox is that building knowledge doesn’t evolve as fast as the new materials
are imported. These materials are being used in
a “copy-paste” manner, and no real knowledge
seem to come along. Therefore, traditional building
knowledge disappears slowly. It takes more time
and more maintenance to build a roof with straw...
while a metal sheet can be placed easily and fast.
Obviously the quality of living under a metal roof
is way less than the quality of living under a straw
roof. Heat, cold, condensation,...
But the real challenge is not about coming back to
traditional knowledge, but to adapt this knowledge
to the newly imported materials.
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School system in Nepal
_____________________________
further studies have the possibility to study in grade
eleven, twelve and higher education.
Children can only enrol between the 10th and 17th
of April, this is the beginning of a new school year,
after they celebrated new year. The school year
finishes between 25 March and 1 April when children do their examinations. Official school holidays
dates vary from region to region, but most of them
have a one month vacation during the monsoon
period, between July and August. Holidays are
planned according to planting and harvesting periods, so they can works on the fields. Other days off
school are national holidays or religious events, Dasain and Tihar around the period of September and
November for example. Within the five weeks of
our stay, children had remarkable high number of
days off. The first week was still part of their “rainy
holidays” as they called it. Later they got to stay
home for the festivals and classes were dismissed
for a three day funeral.

Our last day was the official
farewell party. Thousands
of pictures were taken.
From that large crowd, two
white heads were always
outside of the picture
frame, one meter above the
others.
<

How many?
Nepal’s school system
In this part of the booklet we will be talking about
the school system and infrastructure. The focus will
be mainly on primary elementary school, since this
was the kind of school we got to work at during our
stay.
In Nepal there are two types of elementary schools:
public (community)- and private (institutional)schools. Public schools are free to attend and are
funded by government or smaller communities.
Private schools on the other hand are not as accessible for the lower classes due to high tuition fees,
but have on average a higher level of education.
The elementary education is divided in to five
years of primary level (grade 1-5), three years of
lower secondary levels (grade 6-8) and two years
of secondary levels (grade 9-10). Although the
elementary education cycle is only finished after
ten years, many children are not able to get proper
education after primary level. Those who can afford
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Kalidevi
The existing school
_________________

One day at school
Children could come to school from Sunday to
Friday. On Saturdays they had the day off, often
to help on the fields at home. The blue school
uniform is still mandatory and needs to be worn
every day at school. Unfortunately only forty of the
hundred twenty admitted children comes to school
on a regular base, all of them living in a radius of
ten minutes to one and a half hours walking forth
and back every day. Even at the age of five the
parents do not accompany them on their trip, most
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of this parents never come to school and have no
idea about the school program. Their involvement
is very little to not existing because most of them
didn’t go to school either.
Start of the day
A lot of children arrived at school earlier to play on
the playground or to watch us work on the hillside.
Almost none of them is in possession of a bag
back so they come to school carrying the books
in their hands even during the monsoon season.
In theory the ringing of the bell by the principals
secretary at ten o’clock indicated the beginning of
the courses. In reality kids have to go inside and sit
at their benches to wait for the teachers to enter the
classroom. Most of the time teachers would arrive
late for school. They live in different communities
an hour’s walk from the school building. They don’t
speak the Tamang language and have to teach in
the national Nepalese language. Every morning
before going to classes they gather in the principal’s office to discuss some daily tasks and drink
tea or coffee. In the mean time the children are
waiting in the classrooms, walking around, often for
thirty minutes to three quarters an hour before class
actually starts.
Start of the classes
Every grade has its own classroom in which the
students will be taught for one year until they can
go to the next grade. Courses are being taught by
one teacher who changes class every hour. This
means that the students have to remain seated in
the same classroom for three hours in the morning,
which is very challenging for their concentration.
The sight they get through an open window or door
quickly becomes far more interesting than the pale
concrete walls or the white board in the front of
the classroom. During classes teachers often meet
outside to talk or pay a visit to their personal toilet,
which cannot be used by the children. They spend
more time outside the classrooms than actually
teaching inside.
A weekly program of a student consists of five
courses: mathematics, English, social studies
(about Nepal and history), geography and Nepalese. Children in Nepal can start school at the age
of five in grade one. This classroom has a wooden
floor to sit on and is, compared to the other classrooms, well decorated with the alphabet and animal
drawings on the walls. Nepalese is not a mother
tongue for any of the Nepalese children, therefore
the first year mostly focuses on developing communication skills only. Unfortunately a lot of young
children don’t go to school regularly or even quit
due to two related causes: the new language and
the lack of any Tamang by the teachers, they cannot communicate with any of them. But secondly
a lot of parents don’t mind keeping them at home
because the education is free anyway. They do not

This plan is not exactly
correct in proportion, but
gives an idea on the global
situation.
Always playful, the children
usually don’t really know
how to react in front of a
camera. (This hesitation
gives the best pictures.)
These two girls were looking for some shadow near
the library. This was probably the only thing they
could find there, unfortu< nately.

<

Kalidevi School, the primary school of the village
was located on top of a hillside, a little less than a
ten minute walk from the houses we were staying
in. This was, like most schools in Nepal, a public
school with grades from one to five. The easiest
way to get there was by following the new main
road they had constructed three months before our
arrival. It was still just a dirt road, but it was already
perfectly walkable. During the construction period
of the playground we started working around
7-8 am in the morning so we had the chance to
observe a regular day at school. In this topic, “how
many?” we will discuss the role and function of the
teachers, children, classes, parents and eventually the parent committee. We will run through a
typical day at school chronologically to give you an
idea on how the education in this particular school
works.
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Part of the village
The Post-School project

+ unifies the traditional, domestic with the globalized, institutional
+ anchors the school back in the community
+ has an appearance that responds the people’s desire for a village landmark

The Post-School project has the ambition to be a
real reference point in the village, where people
gathers, where decisions are taken, where the
community can have meetings when the classes
are over. To fulfil this social function, the choices
of the orientation and the implantation of the new
construction regarding the road, the existing school
building, and the households around, are very strategic. By standing in the middle of the plot at the
border of the road is a strong decision that makes
sense to us.
The will to have the “theatre” at the entrance of
the school terrain reaffirms the ambition of the
Post-School project to open up the institution to
the villagers and to establish a durable relationship between them. The theatre opens its arms in
a welcoming movement, this is the place where the
passerby will sit in the shadow, and is therefore directly accessible from the footpath. This is also the
place where open air class can happen, or where
talks and official ceremonies will take place.
On the last day of our stay in the village, we had a
last meeting with the teachers, Shaïl from CEPP,
and the parent’s committee. After some time in the
warm and hardly ventilated teacher’s room, Shaïl
proposed to continue the meeting and the official
farewell ceremony on the storytelling platform in the
freshly finished Kaman Singh park. What a relief.
The air outside was warm, but enjoyable in the
shadow of the trees. At that moment, we knew that
the school was lacking a space for gatherings, outside the building but covered from the rain and the
sun. Both the teachers and the parents confirmed
our thought.
I wouldn’t say that the theatre is primordial in the
design... it is just necessary.

©The Post-School project

value it because it doesn’t cost them anything, what
results in a come and go as they please.
01 pm, lunch break
At one pm everyone gets one hour lunch break in
which some children go home to get some food or
not to return to school afterwards. Getting food at
school is not possible because they don’t have any
equipment to cook, but also because it’s not part of
their daily rhythm to eat at one pm. In the morning
(6am) they drink some tea or milk, followed by a
more heavy dish (dal bath) around 10 am, before
going to school. In the evening around 6pm they
eat dal bath again.
02 pm, afternoon classes
Courses start again at two pm to give one more
hour of courses until three pm. Every day a homework assignment is given to work on at home.
Theoretically school is not ended before four
o’clock but as mentioned before most of the teachers live one hour walk from school. This allowed
them to make a deal with the parents to stop working around three pm so they can be at home at
four pm, when classes end. This shortens classes
from two hours to only one in the afternoon, which
makes a total of four hours class a day.
Subject matters
Most of the children have difficulties understanding
the subject matter given in class. The very tradi-

The school building is also
built on a pati, the traditional elevated threshold
separating a house from
< the outside.
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<

The plan of a Nepali school
is a standardise layout
inspired from the western
blueprint.
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their courses by heart without understanding the
essence of the sentence is illustrated by a question
on the examination. “Anil is working on the fields
every Saturday”. Is what the children have to study
in their books, on the examination they will ask:
“Who is working on the fields every Saturday?”
Only fifty percent of the children who started in
first grade finishes studying at this primary school.
Those who want to continue studying at sixth to
eight grade have to walk two hours back and forth
to a secondary school in Hetauda. Multiple reasons
can be found for this very low chances to succeed.
A lot of the children do not come to school on a
daily base and fall behind very quickly, once they
start missing classes they are not able to follow
anymore and eventually drop out of school. This
come and go idea leads to not succeeding in the
examinations at the end of the year and having to
do it over again, in which most of them don’t see
any point.

The building has quality, for
sure. For a school, I need
more to be convinced.
However, some poetry
makes it more bearable...
<

tional West-European way of teaching (dating back
to the British colonies) and the unrelatable subjects
in their books are at the base of the problem. The
education system basically works around repeating
phrases after the teacher, with very little interaction.
Homework assignments are most of the time rewriting phrases, forcing the students to learn them by
heart.
During classes they are able to repeat/imitate a lot
of sentences, but remarkably none of them is able
to use it in a conversation outside school because
they simply don’t have a clue what they have
learned. Most of the vocabulary in the books refer
to objects these kids never use in their daily life.
Table, chair, PE-equipment, watering can, etc. are
object they have never seen or used before.
“The painter is standing in front of the art gallery.”
was one of the phrases the kids had to repeat after
the teacher. An example given to indicate how
unrelatable the chosen topics in the schoolbooks
are. Another example on how they have to study
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Another important factor is the lack of support and
assistance at home, children here have to grow up
much faster and take care of themselves. Already at
a young age parents won’t obligate them to go to
school. Very often the parents didn’t go to school
either and are simply unable to help them with their
homework. To them children are often more useful
in the household. Of course not only the parents
and children are to blame but the entire education
system and poor quality of it is at the root of the
problem. Children are not having a good time at
school and have to learn things that are to distant
from their daily reality.

As we arrived one week
before the official start of
the academic year, the
classrooms were still in
very poor states.
<

Parent’s Committee
A first step in the good direction was the organization of the Parent Committee. A group of parents
coming together to concern themselves about the
education in Kalidevi primary school. They are
the link between the school, teachers, students,
parents and people volunteering to help the

school. We were lucky to stay with three of the five
representatives in the village, they were the first
persons to contact to get anything done involving
the school.
Sundar, Juan’s host and owner of the village bar,
shop and social hub was the man to talk to if you
wanted to get anything done. He set up the parent
meeting to inform the village about our intervention and provided two teams of five parents a day
to work on the playground. Whether it is to get a
shovel, new bamboo trees, a snack after lunch, an
update on working forces or timetables, an appointment with villagers or teachers, nails and a hammer
or a band aid for you finger, on this people’s door
you could always knock.
We are very grateful for their heavy involvement in
the organization, working on the playground and
hospitality they offered us, which applies for all the
villagers.
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CEPP
The mission of the NGO
_____________________

CEPP therefore addresses three aspects:
- Raising awareness of parents about the importance of good education, motivating them to send
their children to school, pointing out their rights and

managing the functioning of the School Management Committees (a parent and community-based
schooling community);
- Motivating, appreciating and training teachers
about child-oriented education;
- Influencing education policy, at both the local and
national level.
Involvement in Kalidevi school
Our cooperation with CEPP started on the ninth of
August when we met in the CEPP office in Kathmandu. During the afternoon we were introduced
to their goals and projects and how we could
participate in their story. By the end of the day we
were properly informed and ready to start travelling to Hetauda in four days. All three of us are still
very grateful to Mr Teeka for inviting us in his house
that evening. On the morning of thirteen August
we left Kathmandu by car with Michael Rai and
Ram Kumar on a six to eight hour drive to Hetauda.
Michael would accompany us during two weeks

Without the cold steel
benches of the school, the
children take their natural
habit of sitting on the
ground. Wietse’s brother
wasn’t the best boy of the
house, but at least, he was
doing his homework...
sometimes.
<

Cepp, Centre for Educational Policies and Practices
is an NGO that was established in 1991 working
around education. It is founded by few individuals
in the turning point of their professional career with
a singular mission of promoting education as the
foundation for sustained prosperity in the Nepalese
society and the world at large. It has been supporting educational activities of its vision to different
locations of the country.
There have been good efforts to improve Nepal’s
education system from different sides. However,
the emphasis is often put on material aspects over
teachers, pupils and parents. CEPP wishes to
induce changes by putting parents and teachers at
the center of our reform efforts, so that children are
motivated to learn.
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to integrate us in the village and Ram Kumar got
credits for driving us safely to our destination on the
challenging roads.
CEPP’s representative, Michael accompanied us
during the first two weeks of work on the playground. He helped us to get integrated in the
community and was in many cases the translator
between both parties. Aside from his own work,
which was making observations of the children,
parents and teachers in the village, he also was
very active in the building of the playground itself.
The first couple of days he showed us around and
tried to get us in touch with as many local habits
and traditions.

The first grade classroom
has a wooden floor. It definitely makes the difference,
a great comfort for the children who don’t have to use
the big cold benches yet.
<

He played an important role in the development of
the proposal for the playground, since he was the
meeting point between: our designs, the needs
of the village and the CEPP values which all three
needed to be represented in the project. All this

aspects were brought together on the parent meeting where the project for the first time began to get
shape. Most of the designing took place during
the working days, it was a continuing process of
handling, thinking, evaluating, adjusting and consulting. It was in this very exciting experience that
Michael proved himself a very good negotiator and
above all a fun partner. During our last week we
were assisted by Shaïl, another CEPP member. He
evaluated the school as well and helped us to finish
the playground. It was a lot of fun working together
with CEPP.
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School infrastructure
A call for better facilities
_____________________
two, the library can be found. On the South side
of the building the landscape is going uphill to the
road.
School building
Also this building is in the typical L-shape we often
find being used for public schools. Five classrooms
and the teachers room are located in this thirteen
year old building. A stone foundation of around fifty
centimetres high covered with a concrete layer connects the building to the ground. A brick structure
is hidden behind the concrete layer on top of the of
the walls and columns. Afterwards most of it was
painted white, except for the blue wooden doors
and windows. The roof structure is a combination of wooden beams with metal sheets on top of
them. The wooden beams are untreated as for the
metal sheets, which causes them to rust and to be
replaced every five years (theoretically). Like every
rural building in Nepal steel reinforcement bars and
wooden slats are used to close off the windows

Kalidevi school has
nothing special. Like the
other 10.000 white and
blue schools of Nepal, it
is a symbol of what the
government can offer to its
citizens.
<

Site description
The school building, the library, the toilets and
the playground define the site of Kalidevi primary
school. Five different paths and roads give access
to this area, all coming from different directions.
The most prominent one is the newly constructed
road, splitting in two and hereby dividing the site.
One road going down the valley and one going
behind the school building on the West side to
another part of the village.
The courtyard and the newly constructed playground on the hillside are situated in front of the
school building, oriented to the East side. Behind
the school, on the West side the newly constructed
road is running down the hill. On the north side
of the building you climb up to the top of the hill,
which is covered with a young Sal forest.
Thirteen meters to the south of the school building
the toilets are located, which were originally placed
between the two old school buildings. On the other
side of the path, which divides the playground in
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a white board for a long time. Windows and doors
are located on the East and West side of the classrooms, providing a good amount of natural light,
but on the other hand form the perfect distraction
for every child who is not interested in the course.
The open structure and brick walls do not nearly
insulate enough during wintertime’s when temperatures in the village drop to almost zero. During
the monsoon season the rainfall beating down on
the metal sheet makes teaching a hard job. While
the hot sun in July and August slowly heats up the
classrooms underneath the metal roof. Hearing
other teachers voices from two classes away due
to a poor separation between the classes is just an
overall problem during the year.
Toilets
Originally the toilets were located between the two
old school buildings. At our arrival only the wooden
structure and the stone foundation were left, which
we used for the construction of the playground.

“When you don’t have
much time to spend in
the village but you want
to know if the school is a
good one, look at the toilets, how clean and usable
they are. This will give the
answer.” Michael Rai.
<

from intruders and bad weather.
Except for grade one every classroom is looking
identically the same. The youngest children have a
classroom with a wooden floor to sit on and compared to the other classrooms, well decorated walls
with the alphabet and animal drawings on it. Three
windows on both the North and West side provide
a good amount of natural light in the classroom.
The white board is placed on the wall in front of the
class, on your right when you enter the room. As
for all the buildings on this site the noise of heavy
rainfall hitting the metal sheets is very loud. During
the monsoon season it’s very hard to understand
the teacher during the rainfall.
Children from grade two to four have to sit on the
classical wooden one-piece desks, which become
quite uncomfortable after a long period of sitting. Not a single wall in any of the classrooms is
decorated in any way. The plain white walls and
uncomfortable benches do not contribute to an
environment in which children can concentrate on
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The sanitary is probably the most massive structure
on the site with its concrete walls and roof. In total
there are four toilets of which three belong to the
students and a private, clean one to the teachers. The infrastructure is in decay and should be
replaced.
Library
The library is of the same building typology as the
school built with the same kind of materials, being:
stone, brick, concrete, wood and metal sheet. The
rectangular shape and red colour are the only
difference. The only contemporary function of this
building is prestige. Children are not allowed to use
the library or the classroom in this building because
they could harm or destroy the books. Although it
is the most recent building on the site, it is a lost
space. It could be used far more efficiently then for
storing old books and desks only. All windows and
doors are closed and entrance to the building is
forbidden for every student.

The difficult topography
makes it hard to build any
< infrastructure.
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The dream
The Post-School project

+ questions and answers the “ideal school”

Monday morning. It is the first day of class of the
year. A hundred of children are there, waiting for
the bell to ring. Triggered by the strange roofscape
of the new building, as many parents came this
morning to see what was going to happen. The
men are sitting in the theatre, crossed legs, silent.
The women can’t stay put. They are walking around
the building, watching between the bamboo reeds
of the agriculture classroom, or discussing about
the large fireplace in the other one. The kids run
everywhere. They go from the horizontal ladder in
the playground to the theatre where their fathers
stand, back to the playground playing hopscotch
and coming up. Some teachers are already there,
preparing the classrooms. Today, Ama will tell the
story of her great-grand-father who arrived in the
valley decades ago, she is already in the storytelling room and arranges the books.
The bell rings. The kids run even faster to reach
the best seats of their respective classroom. In the
biggest building, the walls are now painted with
colours and drawings of the mountains. They have
to draw their houses now, their family, and their
friends. In the earth building, the biology class has
already started. The pupils are making today their
first bamboo container for their plant. The teacher
explains how the plant will slowly grow, starting
from the tiny seed they have in hand. A bit later, the
first vapours from the fireplace colonises the whole
building, announcing the lunch break. The kids
worked together with the teacher and one mother
to prepare the best dal bhat. During the afternoon,
the pupils from the eighth grade use the storytelling room to read books about the best way to grow
their crops. Sitting on the plates made by themselves with corn leaves, they left their slippers in the
entrance. In the woman’s room, two elders came to
teach the making of traditional rope. Teenagers out
of school came as well to learn. They have anyway
a meeting with the agriculture committee later. For
the first day of school, there is an official ceremony
tonight in the theatre. Some parents are already
waiting there. Krishna brought his instrument and
Sundar’s uncle has his drum.

The night falls down on the promontory. The last villagers share the last moments of the day together...
and they remember the first day Michael and Teeka
from CEPP came in their village. At that time, they
were wondering why they would change anything
for the school as it was not theirs but an institution
from the government. Today, they realise that they
can be the first actors in their children’s education.
School is not this alien institution anymore, teachers are now part of their community. They work
together, they discuss, because they all share the
same dream: creating together the best leaning
environment for their kids, and join together the
domestic teachings with the institutional one.
Tamangs are proud of their community. Today
more than ever, they want to convey their traditional
knowledge to the next generation, and give to their
kids the tools to adapt it to their modern environment. The ‘Post-School’ has questioned and has
given answers... the ‘Ideal School’ is born.
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